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Abstract. Generally, the current available workflow enactment event formats are based
upon the so-called activity-centered runtime state model, and so they are appropri-
ately designed for supporting the control-flow oriented workflow-intelligence mining tech-
niques. However, it is not sufficient to grasp the information like workflow-supported
social networks and workflow-supported affiliation networks from the event logs. There-
fore, we need to create a model for performer-centered runtime state. In addition, the
format of the data is needed. So, this paper tries to devise a new runtime state model
and its related event log format so as to generate workflow performer-centered event
logs, and we dub it the workflow performer-centered runtime state model, which is able
to efficiently support the relation-oriented workflow-intelligence mining techniques.

Keywords: workflow intelligence and knowledge discovery, workflow-supported social
networking knowledge, workflow enactment event log format, BPAF (business process
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1. Introduction. Many of the conventional workflow products have been frequently
experienced with ineffectiveness in the large scale workflow applications, because they
provide just the bare necessities of functionality - modeling capability, scripting tools,
dynamic change supports, and other basic features. Many the successful large scale work-
flow customers also found out that as they tried to scale up from pilot test mode to
enterprise-wide mode, there were severe symptoms of inflexibility, non-recoverability, and
non-verifiability. Consequently, it is obviously requiring for the systems to be equipped
with some advanced features to effectively trace and observe the runtime behaviors of
workflow procedures. Particularly, the prime one out of the advanced features ought to
be the event logging mechanism[7] that is the impeccable feature and the focal function-
ality, as well, for tracing and observing the workflow’s runtime behaviors.

By means of the event logging mechanism, we are able to obtain a mountain of work-
flow enactment event logs, from which we can rediscover a variety of workflow intelligence
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knowledge. In general, there should be two groups of workflow intelligence knowledge—flow-
oriented workflow intelligence and relation-oriented workflow intelligence. The knowledge
rediscovery schemes of the flow-oriented workflow intelligence deal with rediscovering
control-flow, data-flow, role-flow, and actor-flow knowledge from the event logs, whereas
the knowledge rediscovery schemes of the relation-oriented workflow intelligence are able
to mine social networks[9][10], collaboration networks, affiliation networks[16], and work-
sharing networks from the event logs. So far, almost all the event logging mechanisms
of the conventional workflow systems have been manoeuvred from the so-called workflow
activity-centered runtime state model, so as to appropriately support the flow-oriented
workflow intelligence knowledge. The typical state model for those activity-centered event
logging mechanisms is the BPAF1 state model[3] released by WfMC. Consequently, we
need a new and subtle runtime state model that is fitted very well into the relation-
oriented workflow intelligence. In this paper, we try to propose a runtime state model
and its related event log format that would be suitable not only for generating the workflow
performer-centered event logs, but also for rediscovering the performer-centered relation-
oriented workflow intelligence.
In terms of organizing the paper, the next section gives a simple literature survey

description of the related work and the scope of the paper, and in the consecutive sections,
we devise a runtime state model as a means of generating workflow performer-centered
audit event logs, and illustrate the detailed description of the proposed runtime state
model. Finally, we summarize the usages and implications of the state model by showing
an XML-based audit event log format to be generated from the proposed state model.

2. Related Work and Scope. The workflow event logging mechanism and its audit
format allow for the recording and analysis of consistent audit data in the underlying
workflow management system. Multiple events including the instantiation and completion
of activities might occur throughout the initialization, execution, and the completion of a
workflow instance (workcase). So far, there have been proposed several audit formats log-
ging those multiple events, such as typically BPAF[3] and XWELL[7][14], in the workflow
literature. BPAF is designed as an implementation-independent data format that enables
the aggregation and correlation of audit data across multiple heterogeneous workflow plat-
forms, as a standardized specification, whereas XWELL2 is the designated audit format
only for the e-Chautuaqua workflow management system[17] developed by the authors’
research group. The set of runtime events covered in these audit formats is based upon the
specific activity-centered state machine operating under the so-called workflow activity-
centered runtime state model. The workflow activity-centered runtime state model basi-
cally supports multiple levels of nested states on a process instance or an activity instance.
As a typical instance of the workflow activity-centered runtime state model, the BPAF
state model[3] starts from the most basic states, Open and Closed, of an activity or pro-
cess instance, to the refined substates, like Open.NotRunning.Suspended.Assigned.
Therefore, the state machines controlled under the activity-centered runtime state model
ought to definitely produce activity-centered event logs, from which the workflow process
rediscovery schemes[5][6][8][12] are able to mine the flow-oriented workflow knowledge,
like control-flow (process) knowledge as an example.

1Business Process Analytics Format announced by WfMC, the standardization organization of the
workflow technologies.

2XWELL stands for XML-based Workflow Event Log Language.
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Figure 1. The Workflow Performer-centered State Model

However, the activity-centered runtime state model ought to be inappropriate for
the relation-oriented workflow intelligence, such as workflow-supported social network-
ing knowledge[10][13][15], workflow-supported affiliation networking knowledge[16], work-
sharing networking knowledge[11], and others related to the organizational and business
intelligence. Because those relation-oriented workflow intelligence rediscovery schemes[4][9][10][13][16]
work on a kind of human-centered event logs recorded from the workflow performers’ en-
actment histories, we need a new and human-centered workflow runtime state model. In
consequence, the scope of this paper is to devise a human-centered runtime state model,
which is dubbed the workflow performer-centered runtime state model, and its event log
format.

3. The Workflow Performer-centered Runtime State Model. For the sake of ob-
taining human-centered audit event logs, the state machine of the underlying workflow
enactment system has to operate under the control of a kind of human-centered state
models, too. In this paper, we newly devise a human-centered state model, which is
dubbed the workflow performer’s runtime state model, and its XML-based audit event
log format. Assume that the audit events typically represent the nature, time, and con-
text of a particular state change in a workflow enactment engine embodied from the
actor-based workflow architecture3[17]. The devised state model is depicted in Figure
1. The state model supports multiple levels of nested states starting from the most basic
states, Logged-in and Logged-out, and it might refine these states into substates,
like Logged-in.Available.Not-working.Reserved; the arrow represents the direc-
tion of transitions among those states. The following are the enumerated descriptions of
states and substates of the devised state model:

1. At the most basic level, the state model has two states: Logged-in& Logged-out.

3In the actor-based workflow architecture, the object embodiment scheme of the underlying workflow
enactment engine is based on not the activity entity but the actor entity.
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• Logged-in: A workflow performer instance in the state Logged-in is available
to be assigned or to perform an activity instance (workitem) or workflow instance
(workcase).

• Logged-out: A workflow performer instance is in the state Logged-out.
2. The most basic level of states, Logged-in and Logged-out, can be refined as the

following substates.
• Logged-in.Available: A workflow performer instance is available to be as-
signed or to perform a workitem or workcase, in the state of the logged-in.

• Logged-in.Unavailable: A workflow performer instance is unavailable to be
assigned or to perform a workitem or workcase, in spite of the logged-in.

• Logged-out.Available: A workflow performer instance is in the state Logged-
out, but it is still available to be assigned a workitem or workcase.

• Logged-out.Unavailable: A workflow performer instance is unavailable to
do anythings.

3. The Logged-in.Available state can be refined into Open and Closed.
• Logged-in.Available.Open: A workflow performer instance in the state is
connected to the Open state of a corresponding activity or workflow instance.

• Logged-in.Available.Closed: A workflow performer instance in the state is
connected to the Closed state of a corresponding activity or workflow instance.

4. The Logged-in.Available.Open state can be again refined as Not-working
state with Reserved, Suspended statuses, and Working state with InProcess,
Suspended statuses.
• Logged-in.Available.Open.Not-working.Reserved: A workflow performer
instance in the state is already scheduled a workitem or workcase in the worklist,
but not working on the workitem or workcase yet.

• Logged-in.Available.Open.Not-working.Suspended: A workflow per-
former instance in the state is suspended from a reserved workitem or workcase
in the worklist.

• Logged-in.Available.Open.Working.InProcess: A workflow performer
instance in the state is working on a workitem or workcase in the worklist.

• Logged-in.Available.Open.Working.Suspended: A workflow performer
instance in the state is suspended from working on a workitem or workcase in
the worklist.

5. The Logged-in.Available.Closed state can be refined as Cancelled state with
Error, Exited, Obsolete, Aborted, and Terminated statuses, and Com-
pleted state with Success, and Failed statuses.
• Logged-in.Available.Closed.Cancelled.Error
• Logged-in.Available.Closed.Cancelled.Exited
• Logged-in.Available.Closed.Cancelled.Obsolete
• Logged-in.Available.Closed.Cancelled.Aborted
• Logged-in.Available.Closed.Cancelled.Terminated
• Logged-in.Available.Closed.Completed.Success
• Logged-in.Available.Closed.Completed.Failed

4. The Workflow Performer’s Audit Event Log Format. All the states in the
workflow performer-centered runtime state model can be represented as an XML-based
format. That is, whenever the states of every workflow performer instance are changed in
the underlying workflow enactment engine, the corresponding audit events are occurring
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Figure 2. Skeleton of the XML Schema for the Performer-centered Run-
time Events

and recorded as audit event logs. Note that, in general, the functional structure of the
workflow event logging mechanism consists of the following three types of components:

• Event triggering components — Requester and Worklist Handler
• Event formatting components — Objects Pool
• Event logging components — Log Agent and Log File Storage

The event triggering components handle the state machine based on the corresponding
state model requested from the workflow enactment objects. The event formatting com-
ponents try to compose event log messages according to the events after performing the
requested services. Finally, the event logging components, particularly the log agents, take
in charge of the responsibility of the event logging mechanism. Once, a log agent receives
an audit event record, and it then transforms into an XML-based audit event log message,
and store the transformed message onto the Log File Storage.

Consequently, we propose an XML-based audit event log format used by the state
machine of the workflow performer-centered runtime state model devised in the previous
section, and dub it the workflow performer-centered audit event log format. Figure 2
simply shows the skeleton of the XML schema for the proposed format. Due to the page
limitation, we wouldn’t describe the details of the proposed audit event format.

5. Conclusions. In this paper, we have newly proposed the workflow performer-centered
runtime state model and its XML-based audit event log format in order to obtain human-
centered audit event logs. XML-based workflow logging mechanism and language. In
recent, the workflow literature brings into being interested in “social networking ser-
vices”. It begins from the strong belief that social relationships and collaborative be-
haviors among employees affect the overall performance in the real businesses and the
working productivities, as well, over workflow-supported enterprises. So, it is very im-
portant to concoct a kind of mining techniques for rediscovering social relationships and
process-driven behavioral knowledge among the employees from the human-centered audit
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event logs. Conclusively, by means of the proposed state model and its XML-based work-
flow performer-centered audit event format, we are able to develop a variety of mining
algorithms and techniques for the relation-oriented workflow intelligence, like workflow-
supported social networking knowledge, and others related to the organizational and
business intelligence. In the furture, we should research the system based on workflow
performer-oriented runtime state model, that is the beginning of the real with relation-
oriented workflow intelligence.
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